GIRLS DRESS CODE & UNIFORM CHECKLIST
School Uniform Requirements: Flynn & O’Hara Uniforms
Regulation uniforms are purchased from Flynn & O’Hara Uniform Company (except shoes & socks).

Girls Uniform Grades K to 4
BOTTOM: Regulation jumper - length must be to the knee. Optional regulation blue slacks
TOP: Regulation short or long sleeve blouse or white turtleneck with ICS insignia
SWEATER: Regulation navy blue cardigan sweater with monogram - mandatory
SOCKS: Navy blue knee socks or tights
SHOES: - Solid navy blue or black shoes (including the sole) - buckle, tie, velcro, or slide/loafer style
- All Black Sperrys (including black sole) are permitted (no other colors)
- OR - ALL BLACK sneakers - including BLACK SOLE - may be worn. No logos, no
white/brown/colored sole, no design, no ankle type, no high tops, no light-ups.
- **NO backless shoes, moccasins, sandals, slippers, or boots are permitted**
Girls Uniform Grades 5-8
BOTTOM: Regulation navy kilt - length must be just above the knee. Optional regulation navy blue slacks
TOP: Regulation white or blue short or long sleeve banded bottom shirt with ICS insignia. Navy blue shirt available
for Grade 7-8 students.
SWEATER: Regulation navy blue V-neck sweater with monogram or regulation navy blue sleeveless vest with
monogram - mandatory
SOCKS: Navy blue knee socks or tights
SHOES: - Solid navy blue or black shoes (including the sole) - buckle, tie, velcro, or slide/loafer style
- All Black Sperrys (including black sole) are permitted (no other colors)
- OR - ALL BLACK sneakers - including BLACK SOLE - may be worn. No logos, no
white/brown/colored sole, no design, no ankle type, no high tops, no light-ups.
- **NO backless shoes, moccasins, sandals, slippers, or boots are permitted**
Optional Girls Summer Uniform K to 8
(May be worn from first day of school until mid-October; April until the end of the year)
BOTTOM: Regulation navy blue walking shorts.
TOP: Regulation white or blue short sleeve banded bottom shirt with ICS insignia
SOCKS: Navy blue, black, or white socks may be worn with shorts.
SHOES: See above.
Girls Gym Uniform PreK-8
Regulation navy blue sweatsuit with ICS insignia, gray tee shirt with ICS insignia (in ‘winter uniform’ months)
Regulation navy blue mesh shorts and gray tee shirt with ICS insignia (in ‘summer uniform’ months)
SHOES: Velcro/tie athletic sneakers. No images or writing (other than traditional athletic logos). No light-ups.
Girls General Dress Codes & Compliance
a. HAIR STYLES / GROOMING - The student’s hair is to be neat and clean, and groomed conservatively. No
bleaching, colored hair dye, streaking, or colored hair pieces/clips/add-ins. No extreme length or styles.
b. JEWELRY - Girls are permitted to wear post earrings of a small and conservative style (no more than two earrings
per ear). Any other body piercing is not permitted. One ring is acceptable. Bracelets, both ankle and wrist, pins and
buttons are not a part of the school uniform. This includes all rope, yarn, and beaded neck, wrist and ankle bands.
A religious medal or cross on a chain is permitted. However, NO jewelry may be worn to gym classes.
c. SMART WATCHES of any brand/capability/functionality are not permitted.
d. MISC: Makeup, tips/fake nails, and colored nail polish are not permitted. Personal appearance that constitutes a
distraction of any kind is not permitted (i.e. face paint, tattoos, costume-like hair clips/headbands, or accessories).
Any student not in compliance with the dress code will first receive a Uniform Violation Notice, then, with non-compliance, a
demerit. Refusal to adhere to the dress code could lead to exclusion from school.

